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MODELLING EROSION DAMAGE FROM LOW-ENERGY PLASMA GUN
SIMULATIONS OF DISRUPTIONS

David A. Ehst and Ahmed Hassanein

ABSTRACT

Energy transfer to material surfaces is dominated by photon radiation through low

temperature plasma vapors if tokamak disruptions are due to low kinetic energy

particles (< 100 eV). Simple models of radiation transport are derived and

incorporated into a fast-running computer routine to model this process. The

results of simulations are in good agreement with plasma gun erosion tests on

several metal targets.

1. Vapor Shield Model and Code Description

Ablation of material surfaces due to thermal disruptions in large tokamaks

is an increasing concern as we start detailed engineering design of ignited

machineslike ITER. Benchtestsof candidatematerialshave been pursuedwith

highintensitypulsedpowersources--lasers, electronbeams,and plasmaguns

-- capable of delivering reactor-relevant heat loads, _,10 MJ/m2 in <1 ms.

However, pulsed power from these different sources results in distinctively

differentamounts of erosion. As seen in Table I the erosiondamage due to

electronbeamsis significantlylessthanexpectedfroman unshieldedheat pulse.

This is evidence that the ablated vapor itself can absorb a substantial amount of

energy, which serves to reduce the heat flux to the material surface. Yet the

protective factor for plasma guns is much higher than for electron beams. This

behavior is due to qualitative differences between the sources. Electrons at 60

KeV suffer slowing down due to the stopping power of vaporized atoms, but they

nevertheless penetrate vapor clouds and can deliver a reduced but substantial

amount of energy to the surface. Plasma guns however produce a much higher

source current density but at very low (_ 1 KeV) particle kinetic energy. Such low

energy particles easily suffer collisional scattering and thermalize without

streaming through the vapor cloud; energy transport through the vapor is
accomplished mainly by photon radiation. The purpose of this report is to

present a simple theory of vapor shielding accompanying plasma gun pulses and



to document tests of a computer routine, DESIRE, in which our theory is

compared to experimental data. In the future, refinements of our model will

enable us to predict the disruption erosion resistance of candidate plasma-facing

materials for large tokamaks.

Table I
Thermal Erosion (l_m)Due to Heat Pulses (0.10 ms) Delivered to Tungsten

Energy Density (MJIm2)
Source 4.0 12.0

Unshieldeda 28. 103.

Electronbeamb 10. -....

Plasma gunc <0.3 1.0

a- Calculated from A'THERMAL without vapor shielding; does not include
melting.

b- 60 KeV beam; Efremov Inst. (V. Barabash, et al.) experiment.
c- 30 eV hydrogen; Efremov Inst. (V. Barabash, et al.) experiment.

Our model presently is limited by a variety of simplifying but reasonable

assumptions. We assume the incoming plasma has particle kinetic energies _50

eV, and our examples consider only a pure hydrogen source. The plasma from

the gun piles up in front of the surface and forms a source vapor which radiates
over a broad spectrum. A second plasma evolves as the material surface

evaporates; this target vapor partly absorbs the power radiated by the source

vapor and transmits part of the power to the surface. A schematic of this two-

zone model is in Fig. 1. On the rather slow time scale under consideration

(_10.7 s) the two vapors are in local thermodynamic equilibrium, and we idealize
the zones as each having uniform properties -- temperature (e), density (n),

charge state (Z), and degree of ionization (_). There is no mixing between zones

and no thermal conduction. Compared to many-zone hydrodynamic treatments

this approach may appear crude, but, as we shall see, this method yields results
in remarkably good agreement with experiments.
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Although other cross sections are possible we presently consider circular

plasma beams of diameter d; open shutter photography [Barabash] shows the

source plasma from a gun is well columnated. Under extreme circumstances the

two vapors, of thickness A S and AT, may expand and contact external surfaces,

such as the gun electrodes, at a distance dG. Such surfaces can serve as

particle and energy sinks, but this possibility is not implemented in the examples
that follow.

In applying energy conservation to the two-zone system two important

features are incorporated. First, the vapors, especially the source vapor, have

significant heat capacities which store much of the externally supplied energy

density. Second, both vapors radiate profusely in directions away from the

material surface. Thus the source vapor radiates "backward" towards the

external heat source, and both zones radiate "sideways" (parallel to the material

surface); these constitute large energy sinks, limiting the energy ultimately

deposited on the material surface.

1.1 Vapor Shielding Physics and DESIRE Code Calculations

The flow chart for DESIRE is shown in Fig. 2; the three blocks of code,

APHYSICS, OPTCDPTH, and STATE, can run as a subroutine to A'THERMAL

[Hassanein] or in an approximate stand-atone package. The actual equations

are detailed in Appendix A of this report, and in this section we give a brief

discussion of the physics models. The following sequence of subsections refers
to the bracketed numbers in the flow chart. Also note that most of the

calculations are done twice, once for the source vapor (subscript S) and once for

the target vapor (subscriptT).

The object of our calculation is NT, the line-averaged density of target

atoms vaporized during the pulse, from which the surface ablation depth is

inferred. Other principal variables, updated at each time step, are, for both vapor

species, U (line-averaged energy density), _) (temperature), • (degree of

ionization), Z (effective charge), and n (density).

1.1.1 Source current density. We assume a fully ionized external

plasma source; the input energy density, as measured in calorimetry experiments



[Suzuki], includes the ionization energy, _H - 13.58 eV, consumed in producing

the source plasma. The current density Js is related to the input power density

qo as given by Eq. (A1).

1.1.2 Line-averaged source density. We find Ns by integrating Js

each time step. Additionally,particlelossesare permittedfromthe sourcevapor
(ifthe sourcevaporthickness,As, expandstoofar) butare notconsideredinthe

examplesinthis report.

1.1.3 Pressure balance. Optical depth computations require

knowledgeof (volumetric)densityas wellas lineaveragedensity. Our treatment

considersthe ionmomentuminputfromthe externalsourceas an impulsewhich

wovides instantaneouspressure equilibrationbetween the sourceand target
vapors. Fromthisexternalpressure,[], the densityn is found[Eqs. (A3) - (A6)],

using the previous time step's values for 0, d_, and Z. The target vapor

compressionresultingfrom the external momentum input yields values of nT

much larger than expected from free expansionof the ablated material. The
resultingzone thicknessforeachvaporisgivensimplyby A - N / n.

1.1.4 Optical depth from free-free, (inverse) Bremsstrahlung. The

opacityiscalculatedat onehundredwavelengths,centeredonthe peak emission

of the sourcevapor,which isthe hotterplasma. Forconveniencewe referto the
dimensionlessquantity, 11= hc/(e0X), and calculate opacityover 0 < _ <_10.0.

Notethat a blackbodyhas peakemissivitynear TI= 3. For each vaporthe free-
free opticaldepth, aeiA, is a function[Eqs. (A15,16)] of 0, Z, the ion densityhi,

and the line average electrondensityNe, as well as wave length. Note that ni
and Ne dependon • and Z. The quantity (XeiA includesa multiplicativeGaunt

factor,of orderunity,whichaccountsfordetailsof the atomicphysicsof free-free
radiation;thisfactor, _, is a slowfunctionof Tl, 0, andZ to whichwe have found

an analyticfit [Eqs. (A17) - (A20)]. Our value of _ agrees well with numerical

results[Griem,Bekefi 1966] in variouslimits;althoughour _ strictlyappliesonly

to hydrogenicions we adopt its value for all species. The functionalform for
(XeiA is availableinseveralreferences[Griem,Bekefi 1966, Bekefi1976, Elton].

1.1.5 Optical depth from free-bound transitions of hydrogen. The
free-boundoptical depth, afbA, is proportionalto (XeiA, but with an additional



factor accounting for electron attachment/ionization from various bound states;

see Eq. (A23,24). For a hydrogen source we consider electron binding to the first
four principal quantum states, corresponding to the series limits of Lyman,

Balmer, etc. radiation [Griem, Bekefi 1976]. Free-bound transitions dominate the

opacity for temperatures of the order of the ionization potential.

1.1.6 Optical depth from free-bound transitions of target vapor.
We treat the multi-electrontarget vapor differentlyfor (XfbA, consideringonly

electronbindingto the lowestenergy level, but allowingup to two charge states

of the target species. The code thus computesthe fractionof ions in the two

adjacentchargestateswhichboundZ; and the approximatefactor[Griem,Bekefi

1976] accountingfor recombinationisgivenby Eq. (A26).

The inclusionof only one or two absorptionedges in the target opacity is a

simplistic approach. However, it is convenient and relatively accurate for the

purposes of this initial version of the DESIRE code. We also choose to ignore

line radiation in our theory, which seems to be justifiable due to the relatively

small power density emitted by spectral lines, relative to the continuum radiation.

1.1.7 Electron-neutral radiation. At low 0 the vapor may be only

partly ionized,and it is essentialt(, calculatethe opacityunder theseconditions.

From the neutral atom density, na = n - ni, the code calculates an effective
electron-neutralcollisionfrequency,v; and the opacityaeaA follows,Eqs. (A33) -

(A36), from a knowledgeof the electron density. Our model [Bekefi 1976] is

basedon electroncollisionswith neutralargonbutis assumedto be roughlyvalid
for otherneutralvaporatoms.

1.1.8 Emissivity. The total opticaldepth normal to the material surface
is obtained for each vapor: aA = (aei + afb + aea)A. The optical depth

diametricallythrough each zone, for radiationthrough the sides of the vapor

volumes, is simply ad = (d/A)aA. These factors determine to what degree

surface emission is less than that of an ideal black body at the vapor's

temperature,0. The blackbodyspectralintensity,B(TI,e),givenby Eqs. (A39,40),
is extremelylarge for0 "_1 eV, but,as we shallsee, realisticplasma/vaporshave

much loweremissivity. The equationof radiativetransfer[Bekefi 1966] dictates



that the intensityI(_,0) of radiationemerging from a medium of uniform properties

is related to the incident intensity, Io(1]),for a given wavelength, as

I = B(11,0)[1- exp (-_A)] + Io (1])[exp(-aA )]

= e(n,0) + t(1],0).

We refer to the first term in this expression as the emissivity; it is the radiation

emitted by a medium in the absence of external illumination. Figure 3

schematically depicts the emissivity forward, backward, and sideways from the

two zones' surfaces, and the four functions computed in the code are formally
defined in Eqs. (A41) - (A44). Note that e = B only for high density (e.g., solid

materials) or large dimensions (e.g., stellar diameters), that is, when aA _ 1.

1.1.9 Transmissivity. When there is external incident radiation on a

mediumitwill be partly absorbedbefore passingthrough. The transmissivityof

eachvapor is displayedin Fig.3 and givenby Eqs. (A45-46). We expectthat at
low densitiesand thicknesses,the targetvapor, with (XTAT << 1, will be nearly

transparent to the radiation emitted by the source. There is substantial

absorptionand heatingof the targetvaporonlywhenNTgetsquite large.

1.1.10 Power densities. The actual radiated power density isgotten by

integratingthe spectralintensityoverall wavelengths.Five quantitiesare defined

by Eqs. (A47) - (A51) and shown in Fig. 4, which represent radiated power

density across surfaces: PT (from the target vapor, towards the material

surface), PSF (net flux from the source vapor towards the target vapor), PSB

(from the sourcevapor, backwardto the vacuum), PT2D(target,sideways),and

PS2D(source,sideways). The particlekineticenergy input(e.g., from a plasma
gun) is qo; and 04 is the small power density input to the target from the

vaporizedatoms. Power lossassociatedwithparticlesinksis includedwiththe
terms I<s and I<T .

1.1.11 Energy conservation. The various power flows in Fig. 4 are

integrated over time [Eqs. (A52)-(A60)] and the stored line-averagedenergy



densities, Us and UT, are found. These quantities are needed in the next step to

update the state variables.

1.1.12 Plasma state and heat capacity. The charge state Z and

degree of ionization • are first computed at a given density n over a wide range

of temperatures (0.2 eV < e _<100 eV). At large 0 the plasmas are fully ionized

and Z is inferred from a Saha model [Peterson]. In practice we find vapor shields

are almost always in this high density regime, and this complicates the

determination of Z, since it is a function of n, unlike in the Coronal regime. At low

e, when Z = 1, the degree of ionization is approximated as an exponential

function of e [Brown], The expressions for Z(6) and _(6) are solved by iterations;

see Eqs. (A67)- (A74).

At a given n and e the heat capacity of the vapor is the sum of the particle

kinetic energy (neutrals, electrons, ions) and the ionization energies invested in

stripping electrons. This heat capacity, c(e), is probably an underestimate when

z _=1 and • _=1, as it does not explicitly model excitation energy, but at higher

and lower temperature the excitation is roughly included by making c(e) a

continuous function between discrete (integer) values of z. Figure 8 illustrates a

typical function c(e).

A table of c((_) vs. 0 is generated at each time step, and the updated e is

inferred by equating U/N to c(e) for each vapor.

1.1.13 Surface vaporization. Using the power density, PT, radiated

from the target vapor towards the material surface, the vaporization of solid

atoms is calculated. When DESIRE is used as a subroutine to A'THERMAL, the

vaporization NT is accurately given by a detailed thermodynamic treatment of the

solid material. In the stand-alone version, on which the results of this report are

based, we have used very simplified expressions to bypass the A'THERMAL

routine. Our function NT (PT) is cl':_sen ad hoc as I_1T= aP T, and the function a

is found from previous runs of A'THERMAL without vapor shielding. Figure 5, as

an example, includes (points) the erosion rate (NT/100 ps) for constant power

densities incident on Mo for a 0.1 ms uniform pulse. Below a threshold

_-10GW/m2) there is negligible erosion. At high heat loads



'_ 100 GW / m2) the vaporizationrate, a, saturates;and the curve in the figure is

the approximate a(PT) function used in our stand-alone code.

1.1.14 Observables. Code runsconcludewith a calculationof the total

erosiondepth, 5. This depth is measurablein experimentsand is the principal

result of our computation. Other measurable quantities which should be
compared includethe spatialextent A of the vapors,the pressureH, and the

densitiesn andtemperaturese of the vapors. Likewise,the energydensity,U3,

absorbed by the material surface and the energy transmission factor,

y = U3/ j'_uqodt' can be found from calorimetry,and th,_:3e are also knownfrom

A

the calculation.

2. Code Validation

A varietyof testsweremade of the importantsubcalculationsemployedin

DESIRE. Theoreticalconstructshave been comparedto more accurateatomic

physics codes, and certain global results were compared to experimental

measurements. In thissectionwe brieflysummarizethisactivity.

2.1 Opacity

Figure6 superimposesthe DESIRE-calculatedopticaldepth (dashed)for
an AI plasmaon topof a detailedresult[MacFarlane],assuminge = 50 eV, hAl=

6. x 1026m-3, and NAI = 6. x 1023m "2. An obvious difference is the appearance

of multiple-lineradiationin the detailed treatment. However, the line width is

narrow. Furthermore, radiationtransfer dependsmainly on knowledgeof the
magnitudeof continuumcontributionsto aL, and in this regard the calculations

are in reasonableagreement. At low energiesDESIRE may overestimateaL,

perhapsdue to the estimatedinput Z - 8.4 beingtoo large° Note that DESIRE

displaystwo absorptionedgesnear 300 eV, from recombi_,ationof Z = 8 andZ =
9 componentsof the plasma,and this roughlyagreeswith the jump in aL given

by the more accuratecalculation. Both treatmentsagree that thisvaporizedAI
foil is essentiallya blackbody (aL >> 1), except in a narrow range near hc/Z=
200 eV.



2.2 Emissivity
Fromthe opacity,the emissivity,e(_), is calculated,and this isalways less

than the blackbodyemission,B01). In Fig. 7 we superimposethe functione(_)

from DESIRE (opencircles)on topof a detailedcalculation[MacFarlane]forAI at
15 eV with hAl= 6. x 1026m"3,and NAI = 6. x 1022m"2. Again,except for line

radiationand additional free-bound possibilities,the two resultsare in rough

agreement. Bothshowthat the emissivityis blackat lowand highenergiesand
that it variesas e _=cxLB,whereo_Lis a few tenths,for 15 eV _ hc/ Z_ 100 eV.

The DESIRE calculation assumes Z - 3.05 and shows absorption edges

correspondingto the Z = 3 and4 Lymanserieslimits.

2.3 Heat Capacity

An instructivecalculation[Gilligan]of vapor shieldingwas publishedby

Gilliganand is comparedin Table II with a similarproblemsolvedby DESIRE.

Gilliganposeda problemin whicha 3 eV blackbodyphotonsourceis incidenton

an Fe surface, delivering 83 GW/m2 for a 10 Bs period. At the end of 10 Bs

Gilligan finds UT/N T =(0.75MJ/m2)/(1.1x1023 -2)
m = 43 eV/atom; and his

multi-zone vapor varies in density and temperature -- 1023 m -3 < n _ 1027 m "3

and 0.5 eV _.0 < 3.5 eV. He finds (_Z) varies from -10 .2 near the surface to -2

in the high temperature zones. By comparison, Fig. 8, which has the heat
capacity, c(0), for Fe at nT = 3. x 1024 m-3,as used in DESIRE, shows that 43

eV/atom corresponds to e ---2.9 eV and (_ - 1) Z =__2.2. Hence our single-

temperature target zone model clearly displays a heat capacity in the range of

those found by Gilligan.

There are, however,also important differences betweenthe two models in
Table I1o Gilligan finds A T = 12 cm at 10 Bs while DESIRE has only reached

A T = 2.3 cm, even at a much longer time. This is because Gilligan has not

included any momentum input from the external power source and thus has no

compression of the Fe vapor.

A more serious defect is Gilligan's calculation of large erosion, 5 = 1.3 l_m,

in only 10 Bs. Experimental results [Suzuki] with ten times higher energy
fluences (-80 GW for 100 Bs) actually show q5_ 0.5 Bm. This is because

Gilligan's scenario has no source vapor to store incoming energy density.



DESIRE, in contrast, shows a power density of only 70 GW/m2 to the target

vapor when 157 GW/m2 is incident(on the sourcevapor), as the sourcevapor

storesandradiatesawayconsiderableenergy.

Table II Comparison of Fe Ablation Theory

Code MAGFIRE [Gilligan] DESIRE

Time, I_S 10.0 33.9

Heat source 3 eV blackbody(photons) 4 eV H plasma

Powerdensityto sourcevapor,GW/m2 -- 157.

Energydensityto sourcevapor,MJ/m2 -- 5.34

Powerdensityto targetvapor,GW/m2 83. 70.

Energydensityto targetvapor,MJ/m2 0.83 0.53

Targetstoredenergydensity,MJ/m2 0.75 0.24

Target lineaveragedensity,1023m "2 1.10 0.97

Target heatcapacity,eV/nucleus 43. 15.

Target0T,eV 0.5-3.5 1.7

Targetdensity,nT, m"3 1023- 1025 4. x 1024

Target AT, cm 12.0 2.3

Energydensityto Fe surface, MJ/m2 0.075 0.264

Surfaceerodeddepth,8, l_m 1.3 1.14

2.4 Vapor Thickness and Plasma Pressure

More relevant tests of the DESIRE calculationslie in comparisonswith

directlymeasuredexperimentaldata. The best diagnosticsof the vaporshield

presentlyhave been providedby Russianresearchersand are summarizedin

10



Table III. The table confirms the creation of rather thin target zones, AT =__0.3 cm

at 12 Its and AT ___-1.0 cm at 100 Its, with qo ---115 GW/m2. This AT is much

less than Gilligans' result and more typical of DESIRE values, which include
pressure balance; DESIRE predicts (Fe surface, 115 GW/m2) AT _=_0.13 cm at

12 ItSand AT -_-0.54 cm at 100 Its. On MKT we noteAs _=_10 cm, which also

compares well with the typical value from DESIRE, As _=11-16 cm. The high

pressures inferred by the Russian diagnostics are also in agreement with the
value l-I -_-3 MPa given by DESIRE (for Eio + Eeo-= 30-50 eV). Moreover,

DESIRE predicts 13 decreases at higher Eio + Eeo, which also is a trend

displayed in the data.

i

Table III
Experimental Vapor Parameters with Hydrogen Plasma Guns

[Barabash; Strunnikov]

Plasma Gun VIKA MKT

Institution Efremov TRINITI

Pulse width, tu (Its) 100 - 12

Heat load, qo (GW/m2) 40-120 -115

Spot diameter, d (cm) 2.0 -20

Electrode/target distance, dG (m) 3.0 ~2.0

Target material W, Mo Fe"

Eio (eV) 30-75 100-1000

Eeo (eV) ..... 5-200

As (cm) ...... 10.

A T (cm) ;:1.0 ;:0.5

eT (eV) ..... Z:5

nT (m"3) ..... ";1023
Y (%) 10 "few"

rl (MPa) "several" ~0.7

11



2.5 Vapor Temperature and Density

The MKT experiment[Strunnikov]has excellentspatialand time resolution

of the parameters0 and n. These are continuousfromthe gunelectrodesto the

Fe surface;i.e., 0 _ 1022m"3at the gun and risesto n _>1024 m-3 at the surface.

Withinthe targetvaporzone (Table III) suchobservationsagree reasonablywell

withtypicalvaluescomputedby DESIRE, eT=-1 eV andnT-=5 x 1024m-3.

2.6 Transmission Fraction and Erosion Depth
Measured valuesof energy transmissionare seen in Table III to be Y

0.10. Additionalquantitativecomparisonsof measuredand calculatedY values

willbe givenin Sec. 4; we generallyfind Y _. 0.05 withthispresent,initialversion
of DESIRE.

The ultimate test for DESIRE is a comparison with measured target
erosion depth 5. DESIRE calculations will be compared to an extensive set of

experiments [Barabash; Suzuki] and will display rather good agreement. In

contrast, Gilligan's model, which neglects the energy storage and backward and
sideways radiation energy loss of the source vapor, predicts [Gilligan] 5 = 10.7

_m at 100 I_Sand 8.3 MJ/m2, which is roughly twenty-five times larger than

measured for Fe [Suzuki].

3. Sample Calculation: H Gun Ablation of Mo

Here we presenta detaileddescriptionof a time-dependentcalculationto

modelan experimentwiththe PLADIS gunat the Univ.of New Mexico. This gun
[Suzuki]was operatedin hydrogenandtypicallyproduceda footprintdiameter(_

_--2.3 cm onthe testMo surface. The gun electrodeswerepositionedat 5G = 20

cm fromthe surface, but, since we calculate As + AT ;_dG, thereare noparticle

lossesforthe case understudy. We considerthe hydrogengun plasmato have

[Gahl]Eio = 30 eV and Eeo = 1 eV, and we studya case with qo= 91 GW/m2,

uniformover a time tu = 100 _s. Russianstudies[Strunnikov]observethe test

surfaces to initiallyreach temperatures somewhatin excess of boiling,so we
positMo atomvaporto be liberatedat 0To= 0.448 eV.

Figure 9 shows the evolution of the source and target vapor temperatures
and ionization degree. The target vapor is initially only barely ionized, as (_T =

0.45 eV is well below the first ionization potential of Mo (7.1= 7.1 eV), but _T

12



increases rapidly as eT rises due to the heating by the source vapor's "_diation.
The source vapor starts out and remains fully ionized until t -- 10 l_S. During this

first phase the hydrogen radiates inefficiently, but as es eventually drops to ~6 eV

the recombination radiation absorption edges arise, leading to a spike in the

hydrogen radiated power. As a consequence of this power loss the source
temperature abruptly collapses. Beyond t ___-30 _s the hydrogen radiative loss

diminishes; and both source and target vapors are only partially ionized, with

slowly dropping temperatures.

Figure 10 displays the energy density and power radiated by the source

vapor. Initially the number density Ns is so small that the source is optically thin

and the radiated power is small, being much less than the input power, qo = 91

GW/m2. The energy density Us consequently increases. At the time of radiative

collapse the power densities spike and Us drops. The backward radiation is not
shown, but PSB ---PSF. The sideways radiated power density, PS2D is less than

PSF,however near the end of the pulse the source zone thickness, As, is so

large that the power radiated out the sides is the dominant energy sink.

Reference to Fig. 11 shows that the target vapor radiates towards the solid
surface with PT -=-PSF. Recall that Mo has a threshold of ~10 GW/m2 to suffer

vaporization (Fig. 5); this explains the target vapor production (NT) in the figure,
which occurs when t = 15 _s. The target's sideways radiated power density is

small, PT2D < PT, since PT2D arises from Mo vapor emission at a relatively low

( ')temperature eT4< es ' while PT is predominantly radiation transmission

through the target zone.

Figure 12-14 show the optical thickness and spectral intensities of both

vapors at t = 13 I_S. The Lyman and Balmer absorption edges are prominent for

the hydrogen source at -6 eV (during the radiative collapse). The effect of this
free-bound radiative opacity is the two peaks in the source emissivity, es, near _ls

= 0.6 and 2.3 in Fig. 13. Note, however, o_s As << 1 so es(Ti) is quite small

compared to black body emissivity. The target vapor at 1 eV exhibits the

absorption edge of Mo+ recombination into the Mo ground state; the
corresponding wavelength of 0.17 pm is at qs = 1.1 for a source temperature es=

6.1 eV. A comparison of Figs. 14 and 13 shows the weak absorption of the
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target vapor, _TAT < 1, with the target transmissivity nearly equal to the source

emissivity.

Despite the transparency of the target vapor, relatively little of the plasma
gun energy arrives at the Mo surface; the fraction is only ¥ = 0.45 MJ/9.1 MJ =

0.049. Most of the incident energy is radiated by the source vapor sideways

(U3/Ul - 6.8 MJ/9.1 MJ) and backward (U2/Ul = 0.55 MJ/9.1 MJ). At the end of

the pulse the source vapor also stores considerable energy density due to its

heat capacity (Us/U1 = 1.2 MJ/9.1 MJ). The target vapor stores relatively little

energy density and losses little to sideways radiation. Due to these sundry heat
sinks the vapor shielding is quite effective, the ablation depth being only 5 = 0.29

I_mfor Mo with p = 9000 kg/m3.

4. DESIRE Code Comparison with Plasma Gun Data

Code validation is best achieved by comparison with experiments, which

we have done for various metal surfaces and different plasma gun conditions.

For these tests we ran DESIRE in the stand-alone mode, using unshielded
vaporization models (as in Fig. 5) generated from previous A'THERMAL runs.

The calculations assume a sine-shaped wave form for the heat load, of total

length 100 I_S.

Figure 15, adapted from [Suzuki], shows three data points of measured

energy transmission fraction to a tungsten calorimeter through the vapor clouds

generated under specified heat loads. The gun energy density, noted by the

abscissa, was determined from discharges into a deep copper bucket

calorimeter, which accounted for total plasma energy, including sideways-
radiated losses. When the DESIRE code is run with a fixed initial ion kinetic

energy from the plasma gun, Eio= 30 eV, the calculation shows ¥ decreasing as
U1 increases from 6 MJ/m2 to 16 MJ/m2. Yet the data suggest ¥ increases with

U1; so we conclude that Eio may be increasing with UI. (This is not

unreasonable, as, for a fixed pulse width, e.g., 100 l_S,the experimental set-up

keeps the bank capacitance constant and increases U1 by raising the voltage on
the bank.) Whereas Eio -= 30 eV agrees with the data at U1 = 6 MJ/m2,

apparently Eio_ 100 eV would be needed to duplicate the data at 16 MJ/m2,
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Target erosion is an obvious test for DESIRE. The experimental data

(points) in Fig. 16 [Suzuki] display the average ablation depth of steel found at
four different values of UI. There is a wide, inconsistent scatter of results with

only slight differences in target composition, so we cannot expect DESIRE to fully

explain the observed erosion. However, it is evident, in the experiment and from
the DESIRE results for pure Fe, that minimal erosion occurs below U1=- 5 MJ/m2.

Yet substantial erosion occurs for U1 _ 10 MJ/m2. The code results show this

onset of erosion is associated with an ablation threshold, such as is illustrated in

Fig. 5 for a similar metal surface. Note also that the DESIRE curve at Eio = 30

eV is in good agreement with the data at U1 ;: 12 MJ/m2, while it underestimates

erosion at 16 MJ/m2. This is additional evidence suggesting the plasma gun
produces higher ion kinetic energies at large UI.

The agreement of the DESIRE model with the experiment, shown in Fig.
16, is much better than the MAGFIRE result [Gilligan] which found 5 = 10.7_m at

U1 = 8.3 MJ/m2. This emphasizes the importance of the additional heat sinks

incorporated in our treatment.

Molybdenum targets were tested with both U.S. and Russian plasma

guns, and the experimental data, in Fig. 17, again show [Gahl; Barabash] how
typically there is a scatter of results under similar conditions. The horizontal error

bars from VIKA are a measure of uncertainty in the energy content delivered in
the plasma pulse, and the vertical scatter of PLADIS points indicate a certain lack

of reproducibility in these experiments. Some difference between the two

institutional results may be attributed to subtle geometric differences; for

example, VlKA had dG= 3.0 m but PLADIS had gun electrodes much closer to

the target. The DESIRE results shown treated both geometries the same. Our
calculated erosion with Eio ---30 eV - 50 eV is in approximate agreement with the

data. Time-of-flight measurements on PLADIS suggest the leading edge of the

gun pulse is populated by protons at a few tens of electron volts [Gahl], which is
perhaps a bit lower than Eio-- 30 eV - 75 eV reported on VIKA (see Table III).

Erosion of tungsten was likewise measured on both VIKA and PLADIS,

and the results are shown in Fig. 18 along with the DESIRE calculations. In the

experiments tungsten appears more robust than Mo under the same heat pulse
conditions.
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Both experiment [Gahl] and the DESIRE theoretical model show beryllium
to suffer more erosion than the three metals discussed above, which is evident

from Fig. 19. A noteworthy point illustrated in the graph is that the central depth

of the damage crater is roughly triple the average depth, as inferred from mass
loss measurements. The nonuniform crater depth may be associated with a

depression in the melt layer, possible redeposition or splashing of the melt

toward the edges, and nonuniform heat deposition by the gun plasma. Such
details are not included in the present DESIRE model.

5. Conclusions

Although our atomic physics models are very simplified we are able to
duplicate many observed features of plasma gun ablation experiments with a

reasonable accuracy.

The constraints and cayeats on our approach are legion and can be
enumerated:

1. normal incidence on target assumed

2. no loss of melt layer

3. no redeposition of vapor

4. single element (non-alloy) metal target

5. two vapor zones with homogeneous properties

6. no mixing between zones

7. no thermal conduction through vapors

8. no heat convection or Rayleigh-Taylor instability of zones

9. line radiation is ignored

10. instantaneous pressure balance between zones (no free expansion

of vapor)

11. no loss of neutral pressure upon vapor cooling

12. no reflected radiation from any surface

13. no model for two dimensional profile of crater depth

14. gun electrodes presently assumed far from target (dG >> 100 cm)

15. pure hydrogen plasma source with Eeo+ Eio ,_50 eV.
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On first glance it might appear that the omission of so many physics

details would constitute an egregious shortcoming for our model. Nevertheless,

the DESIRE routine is evidently quite successful for studying plasma gun

ablation, and the last caveat in the list is the principal issue needing further work.

We hope, in fact, that by extending the code capability to Eio _, 100 eV we will be

better able to duplicate the experimental data, such as shown in Figs. 15 and 19.
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APPENDIX: VAPOR SHIELDING EQUATIONS

The DESIRE code uses SI units, except temperature, ionization potentials,

and particle kinetic energies are in eV.

Known quantities are the boundary conditions: qo (power density input to

the source vapor), Eeo and Eio (electron and ion kinetic energy entering the
source vapor); and 8To(temperature of vaporized atoms boiled off surface) and p

(atom number density of solid surface). Geometry inputs are d (diameter of

source footprint on surface) and dG (distance from surface to particle sink, such
as plasma gun electrodes). In addition to eTo, information relating the target

vaporization rate to the power density on the surface, I_1T = f(Pt), must be known

(e.g., as given by a code such as A'THERMAL). Constants in these calculations
are: c (speed of light), h (Planck's constant), and _.H(ground state ionization

potential of hydrogen).

The equations displayed are specialized to the case of a hydrogen plasma
source. The subscripts S and T refer respectively to the source and target vapor

species.

The current density (of protons) of the fully ionized external source, Js, is

related to the incoming power density

qo = I_Js (Eeo+ Eio + _,H) (A1)

where i_= 1.602 x 10-19J/eV. The line average source vapor density (protons

plus neutral hydrogen), Ns, is the time-integrated external current density minus

particle losses

Ns=jotJs - (A2)

The speed of the incoming ions is

vs = _2 EEio/ ms (A3)
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where ms is the proton mass. Assumingthe externally suppliedions have a

velocitynearlynormalto the target surface, their momentuminputprovidesan

impulsewhichsustainsa pressure

H = Js ms Vs. (A4)

We assume an instantaneouspressurebalance, such that the source vapor's

pressureis

ns e eS (1+ _S Zs) = H, (AS)

wherens, es, Cs, andZs are respectivelythe sourcevapordensity, temperature,

degree o; ionizationand chargestate. The firstterm on the I.h.s. is due to ions

and neutral atoms, and the second is due to electrons. The target vapor is

likewisein pressurebalance,so

nT e 0T (1+ _T ZT) = H. (A6)
I

For our model of homogeneous, uniform density and temperature within each
zone, the source and target vapor thicknesses, AS and AT, are simply given by

ns = Ns / AS (A7)

nT = NT / AT. (A8)

Foreach vaporthe opticaldepthis calculatedas a functionof wavelength,
_.,althoughwe explicitlyreferto intermediatedimensionlessvariables,

_S = hc/(eesZ)and TIT = hc/(eeTZ),

which represent the photonenergy normalized to the plasma temperature. (In

what follows we present formulas for the source vapor, and it is understood that

analogous equations are used for the target vapor.) For opacity calculations the

following quantities are needed:
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the electronlineaveragedensityNeS= d_SZs NS, (A9,10)

the iondensitynis= d_Sns, (A11,12)

and the neutraldensitynas= (1- d_s)ns. (A13,14)

In our model we calculate only continuumradiationand include three

contributionsto the opacity. First, free-free (electron-ion Bremsstrahlung)

radiationresultsinan opticaldepth

3.09 x 10-17 Nes nisZ,_[1-e-rls ] {_ _S / _j'3} , (A15,16)
(XeiSAS = (020_5 lqs

where (0= 2_c/_. The free-freeGauntfactor,¢3s,of orderunity, is a functionof _.,

es, andZs. We developedthe followingsimplefit to calculated_]svaluesovera

wide range:

g-s=gs (_s)[ 1+ 0.7364 _ exp(-0.06415 1:s)] (A17,18)

where

I(_/-3/_)exp(_s/2) tn(2/11s), _s <0.4

gs = t 1.08379- 0.25937 (11S- 0.4), 0.4 _;118< 1.6 (A19,20)

and

At small11we imposethe constraintthat _ _;10.
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The free-bound optical depth (from recombination, photo-ionization

processes), (Zfbs A s, is proportionalto the free-free contribution, with

22ZH,_ G(_]S) FS. (A23,24)(XfbS=(xei S ZSOSJ

We approximate free-bound Gaunt factors with the function

1 , _ < 0.95G(O) = 0.95/_, 0.95 < _'

The function F is a sum over possible recombination processes and our model

treats a hydrogen source differentlyfrom the target vapor.
i

For a hydrogen source vapor we sum over recombination into four

principalquantum number states:

Fs = H((ol) exp[zH/0S] + 0.5 H((o2) exp[zH/(40 S ]

+ 0.14815 H((o3)exp[zH/(ges) ] + 0.14063 H((o4)exp[zH/(16eS)], (A25)

where H((on) is the step function

0, (o < (onH((on) = 1, (on< (o '

The four absorption edges occur at h(on/2X = ET,.H/n2, n = 1, 2, 3, 4, which

represent the (n=l) Lyman series limit at (Ol = 2.06 x 1016 s"1 (Z1 = 0.09137 I_m),

the (n=2) Balmer limit (;_2= 0.3655 Ilm), etc.

For the target vapor we consider only ground state (n=l) recombination for

two ionization states:

FT = _ nj j4 exp(zJ/OT)H((oj)' (A26)ni Q3
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in which the effective quantum number is Qj = J_xH/zj . In our notation zj
I

representsthe jth ionizationpotentialof the targetspecies,and h_j/2_ = EZj. The

two terms in FTare weightedby the relativedensityof the twoadjacentionization

stateswhichbracketthe effectivechargeof the targetplasma. We usea simple
linearcombinationof densities,i.e.,

: -_i [[zT ]] + _ l[zT+']1 (A27)

(n_/ni)+ (ne+l/ni), (A28)

where [[Y]] denotes the next integer smaller than Y. For a partially ionized

targetvapor (_T < 1) or for fullystrippedions(Z=Ziax) only one term is retained
in FT,with n_/ni = 1.

The thirdcontributionto the opticaldepthisfrom electron-atomcollisions.

The partialpressureof neutralatomsis

l-laS= nasEes , (A29,30)

and this resultsin an effective electron-neutralcollisionfrequency

78X 105 rlas , 0S <0.1eV

vs = 751x 106 [[aS eS1'545, 0.1eV <e s < 3.0eV (A31,32)

323 x 107 rlaS , 3.0eV < es .

Definingthe line-averagedsquareof the electronplasmafrequencyas

As 0O_S= 3.18 x 103 Nes , (A33,34)

thiscontributionto the opticaldepthisthen

As m_s Vs (A35,36)
aeaS AS = (o2 C "
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Combiningthe previousquantities,thetotalopticaldepthis

uS AS = ((XeiS + eqbS + (XeaS) AS. (A37,38)

Thislastquantityappliesto photontransport"forward"or "backward"throughthe

thicknessof the vaporzone, i.e., normalto the materialsurface. In addition,each

zone can radiate radially,"sideways"throughthe cylindricalcross-section,and
thisopticaldepthis givenby (xsd.

An idealblackbodyradiatesa spectralpowerdensity

Bs(rl) = A O,_11_[exp('rls) - 1]-1 (A39,40)

where A = 1.5809 x 108 W/m2/(eV4). For a uniformmedium, the equation of

radiativetransferyieldsthe forward/backwardand sidewaysspectralemissivities,

respectively,

eS (1"1)=Bs(11)[1- exp(- us.&s)] (A41,42)

eS2D(11)=BS(1"1)[1-exp(- usd)]. (A43,44)

Photonsemitted from the source vapor towardsthe material surface are only

partly transmittedthrough the target vapor, and the resultingtarget spectral
transmissionto the surfaceis

tT (TI)= es (11)exp(- (XTAT ). (A45)

Similarly,a smallamountof the targetemissionistransmittedthroughthe source

vapor,backwardtowardsthe externalpowersource:

ts (q)= eT (11)exp(- =sAs). (A46)
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The spectral emissivitiesand transmissionare functionsof wavelength,

and the associated power densities are gotten by integrating over all
wavelengths; in practice we integrate over 0 _<rls < 10.

i

sourcebackwardradiatedpowerdensity PSB= J': dTI(es + ts ) (A47)

sourcesideways radiatedpower densityPS2D= j': d_leS2D (A48)

net source to target radiated power density PSF= j': drl (eS -eT ) (A49)

target forward radiated power density PT = 5: drl (eT + tT) (A50)

target sideways radiatedpower density PT2D = j': dll eT2D (A51)
k

The various energy density fluences normal to the surface are"
t

kinetic energy external input to source vapor U1 j'_= qo dt (A52)

photon radiationlossbackward U2 = SotPSBdt (A53)

photon radiationlossforward to surface U3 = SotPT dt (A54)

3 (A55)
kinetic energy input to target by vaporized atoms U4 = NT _ E OTo

t."
net

energy transfer from source to target vapor U9 Jo= PSFdt. (A56)

The sideways radiated power is an additional energy sink, and, normalized to the
cross-sectional area of the external power source (_d2/4), these energy losses
are
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sourcesidewaysradiation U5 = AS _ d j._d2/4 PS2Ddt (A57)

t i

AT _d 50PT2Ddt. (A58)targetsidewaysradiation U6 = ; d2-_

Additionalenergy sinksare associatedwith vapor particlelosses if the vapors
expandfar enoughto contactmaterialssurfaces(e.g., when As + AT > dG):

source loss U7= SotI(S dt (A59)

target loss U8 = SotI(T dt. (A60)

Energy conservationdictates that th9 source vapor stores an energy

density

US = Ul - U2" U5 " U9 " U7 , (A61)

and the target vapor's energydensityis

UT = U9 + U4 - U3- U6 - U8 • (A62)

Particle loss from the vapor columns is treated in the simplest possible
manner. First, the sum of the vapor zone thicknesses, AT.. = As + AT, is

monitored. If AT_. < dG no particle loss occurs. Otherwise, the line average

densities,N_ andN_, are reducedto yield

NS = d__G,
AT.,NS

and



Fora giventime step,At, inthe code,the lossratesare

,.=(.s-..)/.,

,+-(,+-,+)/,,.
This loss algorithm does not affect the density or pressure of the vapors.

Associatedwiththe particlelossis thekineticenergyloss:

3
ks=_s__es(1+_sZs) (A65)

3
I_T = I"T _ E0T (1+ d_T ZT) . (A66)

The state variables, effective charge and degree of ionization, are

functionsof temperatureanddensity. For the sourceplasmathe electrondensity

is (withanalogoustargetvaporexpressions)

nes = d_s Zs ns . (A67,68)

A fullyionizedplasma (d_- 1)has an effectivechargeZsgivenby

X,a(Zs+l/2) es_n[ 6.04x1027(_sl"5]
= (A69,70)

nes

where Za is the piecewisecontinuousextensionof the ionizationpotential. (This

expressionappliesto non-hydrogenplasma,sinceZS = 1. for hydrogen.) If this

expressionyieldsZS greater than ZMax, the atomic number of the element, the
resultis replacedwithZS = ZMax. Partially ionized plasmahas Zs - 1., and the

degreeof ionizationis givenby
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f ni----_-S= rs = 16" x1027 0S0'75exp[- ZSl/(2eS) ] (A71,72)has nas

{d_S= rs/(l+rs) (A73,74)

Here _$1 is the first ionization potentialof the neutral atom. At a givenplasma

densitythese expressionsare solved for Zs and Cs over a wide range of Os

values. In these transcendentalequationsnes= nes(Zs) and nas =naS (d_S);

solutionsare obtainedby iterationuntilconvergenceisachieved.

At each time step the temperatureand state variables are updated by

equatingthe energydensityper particledensityto the vapor'sheatcapacity,

Us/Ns = _ cs (es, ns ). (A76,77)

The heatcapacity(eV per nucleus)is

3
Cs =_0 S (1.+_ S ZS) + d_s GS (Zs). (A78,79)

The firstterm in cs is the sum of the nucleusand free electron kineticenergies,
and as is a continuous function of Zs, which equals the sum of the ionization

potentials at that Zs. For example, for an Fe plasma with Z = 3.0, a = Z.Fel+
Z,Fe2+ Z,Fe3. Linear and quadratic interpolation and extrapolation are used to fit G

to the first nine ionization potentials. This second term represents the excitation

and ionization energy stored in the plasma; and a has its upper bound when Z =
ZMax.

The code also monitors the vapor densities to confirm that the plasmas
are in the Saha regime. That is, we require throughout that

ne > 1.x 1022e 3'5 .
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Finally, the line average density of the target vapor is found from the

vaporizationrate, f(PT), as

NT = Sotf(PT)dt- SotI"T dt. (A80)

The first integrand is a function of the radiated power density reaching the
materialsurface,and the secondterm representsparticlelosses. The integrated

energytransmissionfractionthroughthetwovaporsis

Y : U3/UI , (ABI)

and the erosiondepthof the surfaceis

6= Sotf(PT)dt/p. (A82)
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